Note on All India Directory of Establishments based on Sixth Economic Census

All India Directory of Establishments is based on information collected by canvassing Directory of Establishments Schedule 6C in the Sixth Economic Census (2013-14). Although schedule 6C was canvassed in all the establishments (see All India Report on Sixth Economic Census for the coverage) employing 8 or more workers, this Directory is confined to the establishments with 10 or more workers. The Directory contains information on name of the establishment, its address, broad economic activity code, activity code as per 3 digit National Industrial Classification (2008), ownership code and number of workers in class interval.

2. Despite all out efforts some enumerators have missed to fill up schedules 6C in a few establishments, which are otherwise eligible for inclusion in the Directory. As a result, the number of establishments included in the Directory would not match with the number of establishments with 10 or more workers as per the main schedule 6A canvassed in the Six Economic Census. In spite of this under coverage, this Directory would be useful for conducting socio economic surveys for bigger units.
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